
Shipping details

Buyer must pick-up

Seller is located in Auckland City, Auckland

Payment details

Cash

About the seller

kettleman1 (4 ) 

100% positive feedback

Member since May 2011

Seller's other listings

Seller's feedback

Read our safe buying advice

Home > Crafts > Embroidery > Other

This is my dear Mum's machine.

It was bought new from Sewing Machine World and has been serviced by

them in the past though not recently.

It hasn't been used for about 10 years

( Mum is 95 now) so has been collecting

dust.

Works perfectly well.

I have a phone valuation well above the

starting price of $300.00.

Any technical questions might best be directed to Machine world in Onehunga.

These are seriously good machines.

comes with original manual & 2nd book.

Closed: Sat 18 Jun, 3:55 pm. This auction used auto-extend.

Bid history

The reserve price was: $300.00 

$300.00 18 Jun 9:51 am 7music34 (19 ) 

Questions and answers

 hi, keen your boss sd-2 and marshall pedal. would you considering private sale $100 for two pedal? O2262272O8 cheers

David PLEASE DO NOT ANSWER THIS QUESTION AS I DON'T WANT MY CONTACT DETAILS DISPLAY IN PUBLIC. MANY

THANKS. anna625 (341 )  10:10 pm, Mon 13 Jun

 Do the original operator's manual, case, spare bobbins/feet, tools etc come with the machine, please?

7music34 (19 )  6:04 pm, Wed 15 Jun

 This could be a vague kind of answer. At 95 my Mums not too sure about a lot of things. It has a plastic cover,feet and spare

bobbins. The manual and tools, I'm told, are somewhere in the house. I shall look tomorrow. 7:58 pm, Wed 15 Jun

This item was sold to another member.

Browse Embroidery

Sewing machine. Pfaff tipmatic 1151.

 Reserve met Closed: Sat 18 Jun 2011, 3:55 pm Listing #: 383561503

Winning bid: $300.00

Sewing machine. Pfaff tipmatic 1151. | Trade Me http://www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=383561503
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